LEASE RETURN YEAR-END SALE!!

JOHN DEERE FAIRWAY MOWERS
FROM $7599

TRIPLEX GREENS MOWERS FROM
$6900

72” JD 1435 FRONT MOUNT MOWERS
$9599
DIESEL POWERED LOW HOURS!!

WALKING GREENS MOWERS FOR ONLY
$999

JOHN DEERE CREDIT FINANCING!!

TRIPLEX UTILITY MOWERS FOR
$6599

PROGATOR UTILITY VEHICLES
$6999

FREE JOHN DEERE ASSURED 1 YEAR WARRANTY!!

GREENIMAGE, LLC
HASTINGS, MN 55033
651-437-7747 / 800-950-4180
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Monday, May 15
Spring Mixer
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Monday, June 5
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Somerby Golf Club, Byron
Host Superintendent: Casey Conlin

July 17
BASF Fundraiser Tournament
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Thursday, July 27
U of M Troe Center Field Day
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MGCSA Championship
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Host Sup’t: Scottie Hines, CGCS
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Harold Stodola Research Scramble
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Host Superintendent: Drew Larson

Monday, October 9
MGCSA Fall Mixer
Oakdale Golf Club, Buffalo Lake
Host Superintendent: Mike Knodel
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Retirees enjoy riding the roughs at Purple Hawk.
(See Story on Page 22.)

WE WOULDN’T BE RUNNING THIS AD IF WE DIDN'T ENJOY DOING BUSINESS WITH YOU.

We would like to thank you for nearly 50 years of business. We appreciate your support and intend to keep earning your trust and respect. You’ve certainly earned ours. www.par aide.com

WHEREVER GOLF IS PLAYED
March Mini-Seminar Not So Mini

By James Bade

The March Mini Seminar was not so mini. A record-breaking crowd of over 170 people attended this year’s March Mini-Seminar at Mendakota Country Club. It is exciting to see participation like that because it enables us to learn more and to keep in touch with one another. A big thank you goes to Bob McKinney for hosting such a large crowd; it was a great day.

Dr. Frank Rossi was the keynote speaker. I like him because he speaks with a passion from his convictions based on research. That in turn makes us think about how we do things. A big topic of the day was thatch management. Anybody selling their aerifiers or graders? Not me, but I am going to use them a bit differently to get the thatch out and the sand in.

He also stressed light, air movement and drainage for healthy greens. Nothing really surprising there, other than how little air movement it took to cool down a green. Plus, if you could lower your soil temperature in the evening, that could reap some benefits as well. He also presented interesting data in regards to potassium and how soil testing is done. How much K are you going to put down next year? And how is your pH?

And if your head wasn’t spinning like a reel by then, he brought up his research on walking greens mowers. Another year of good research needs to be done but it was quite interesting to hear his thoughts on the quality of cut and the growth of grass in relation to different mowers.

Two words in the English dictionary that I like are enthusiasm and passion; certainly Dr. Rossi brings those to the table. Therefore, we think about what we do and how we do it, so we “improve the environment one green at a time.” I did want to ask him what a Frank Rossi golf course would look like and what would one look like with the demands that we face.

Paul Diegnau did a great job of bringing in the Dept. of Labor to face some tough questions. I am glad we didn’t shoot the messenger too badly because often times the Labor Dept. is just enforcing what the legislature dictates. To be really safe, hire only 18-year-olds and up. If that is not an option for you, 16-year-olds are okay if they have a drivers license. But don’t let them drive rotary mowers or tractors. However, a committee is being formed to help make this issue a little more black and white in regards to what 16-17-year-olds can and can’t do on the golf course. If you are interested, please contact Paul Diegnau.

To wrap up the day Casey Conlin, from Somerby Golf Club, shared his experience of overseeing the construction of Somerby. It is always interesting to hear the facts and statistics of such an operation. It took 30 rail cars carrying 3,000 tons of sand from Utah to fill the bunkers. And there are 2,200 sprinkler heads to keep track of. Wow! Just by coincidence the Scholarship Scramble is being held there this summer, Somerby is a must see...thank you Casey.

So far it looks like this spring should be much better than last year. So in the environment of “what have you done for me lately,” I’ll close with a line from the Music Man. "Never allow the demands of tomorrow to interfere with the pleasures and excitements of today."

-Living a day at a time with you,

James
ATTENTION MEMBERSHIP

We've Moved!

THE MGCSA BUSINESS OFFICE IS NOW LOCATED AT:
700 TWELVE OAKS CENTER DR., SUITE 706
WAYZATA, MN 55391

MAILING ADDRESS:
P.O. BOX 617
WAYZATA, MN 55391

NEW PHONE NUMBERS:

Experience...

HYDROLogic and Rain Bird understand that renovation is a major commitment, and we want to be your complete renovation partner. We can help you justify and implement a cost-efficient renovation package that's right for you. We ensure that our latest innovations will always be compatible with your existing Rain Bird system. After the installation is complete, we'll be there to help you maintain the quality of your entire system.

You can relax when you renovate with HYDROLogic & Rain Bird.

Call your HYDROLogic Representative
-Authorized Rain Bird Golf Distributor-
763-542-1188     800-422-1487     www.hydrologic.net
Scenes from the Mini-Seminar at Mendakota Country Club

Casey Conlin
Superintendent, Somerby Golf Club,
Byron, Minn.

Keynote Speaker Dr. Frank Rossi, left,
with MGCSA President James Bade,
Somerset CC., Mendota Heights.

G.M. Jerry Murphy has been an MGCSA
member since 1960 and also serves as a
police officer in Mendota Heights.

LEITNER COMPANY

Specializing in Soils for Golf Course Maintenance & Construction

Soil mixing and processing specialists.
Supplying the Golf Course Industry with soil and sand products for over 60 years.
Material to specification for topdressing and construction.
Quality - Reliability - Experience

MIKE LEITNER
LEITNER COMPANY
945 Randolph Avenue ~ St. Paul, Minnesota 55102
(651) 291-2655

PROUD SUPPORTER OF RESEARCH AND EDUCATION THROUGH THE MGCSA
Letters From Iraq...
One Superintendents' View From the Front Lines

By ROB ADAMS
Superintendent, Ponds of Battle Creek

The following is part two in a series of communications that chronicles the trials and tribulations of GC Superintendent/Captain Rob Adams as he deploys to the front lines of Iraq. After completing approximately six weeks of stateside training, Rob has received his orders and is on his way to Iraq where he will spend the next year of his life. Rob is the golf course superintendent at the Ponds of Battle Creek in Maplewood, Minnesota.

(Rob is more than willing to share his military experiences with his family, friends and colleagues back home. I was fortunate to receive permission from Rob to reprint all or parts of e-mails that he sends home as I see fit. He is allowing me to edit his communications as well (primarily spelling and punctuation), due to the time constraints placed on him. I hope you appreciate and enjoy his honesty, insight and wry sense of humor as he experiences these life-changing events. Please keep him in your thoughts and prayers - Paul Diegnau)

July 16, 2005

Hello all. Well I made it. I am in Iraq at Ar Ramadi. It was a long way to get here but it's worth telling. We left last Saturday night at 1100 p.m. Drove on a bus to Dallas to avoid the hurricane. We then flew from Dallas to Frankfurt Germany. Had a two-hour layover there and then got back on the plane and tried to take off. I say try because halfway down the runway the pilot aborted the take-off. Neat. Never done that before. He said one of the engines wasn't coming up to power. Anyway, flew from Germany to Kuwait. Drove to Camp Bruehling in Kuwait and spent a couple of days there. Flew from there to a base called TQ in Iraq. Spent a day there and then did a combat patrol to Ar Ramadi. Well I made it. I am just getting settled tonight and will be able to get to the computer and phone a little more frequently now and will have more for everyone in the future.

July 24, 2005

Hello all. I am alive and well. Sorry for the sloppy e-mail last week. I was a little tired and didn't really read what I wrote. Anyway I am much more awake now and don't mind working those at the golf course if I'm outside and get to go home at night but, oh well. One more thing to whine about - have I said it's hot here yet. Holy crap - feels like a blow dryer on your body. Actually it has cooled off. It only reached 110 today. I put on my long johns. Ok, enough complaining. I have less than a year left now. I haven't had a lot of time to get around the FOB (Forward Operating Base) but we have a couple gyms, a nice dining facility, beautiful desert view (kidding) and all the free blowing sand you can ask for. We do have a little shop that we can get all the necessities at and Internet access and phones. Our Battalion actually runs the Internet café, as they like to call it. We get 30 minutes on the

(Continued on Page 8)
computers and I am such a slow reader and typist that I read my e-mails and then have like two minutes to try and type something out. . . . Like I have said earlier I can't give too much detail on what our mission is but some stuff you can probably find out on CNN. On a bad note, the Marines have lost 21 guys in two days. It happened way out to the west of us but news travels pretty fast here. Wouldn't want to be a bad guy now because I'm sure the Marines are a little pissed off and are looking for trouble. Just about every stereotype about a Marine is true. They have such a different attitude about this deal. They literally go looking for action. If they drive down a road and somebody shoots at them from a house they shoot back and keep going. If it happens two days in a row from the same house they will destroy the house the next day on their way to the office. The ISF (Iraqi Security Force) is training here also. They have their own little part of the camp. They still live in fear that the insurgents will do something to their families if they find out they are in the Iraqi army but they need to stand up and take back their country. They are very brave in that respect but not very well trained. We are helping them with that. It is hard to tell the good guys from the bad guys here so it is a slow process. Every night units go out looking for bad guys and every night they find some. We are doing a good job but it's not an overnight deal.

Hello all, I'm still here. Let me know if this thing is going to end anytime soon. I have totally lost track of time and what's going on.... No, it is odd because time just is not a factor over here. We totally lose track of time and what day of the week it is. Days are the same, 100 plus degrees and sunny. . . . Well that is all I have, it has been pretty slow for us. Which is a good thing. We hear more about what is going on here from people at home than we know from being here. Unfortunately it is mostly negative, but so you all know, we are getting some of the bad guys - dead and alive. The Marines caught like thirty-some the other day and discovered a bomb-making facility, so that will slow them down for a day or two. The elections are coming up in a couple months so it is going to be busy throughout the country. This part of the country last year had a really low turn-out and they are hoping to get a lot more people out to vote this year. We will probably help set up the polling stations or something. We provide a presence so they feel safe. Not to sure what part we will play but we will be busy. The unit that was here before us went out to do some civil affairs stuff and the people they talked to were very proud that they voted. So that is pretty cool.
Hello all, how goes the battle? Oh wait, that's me. The battle is going fine. Slow day today, which is a good thing. We are starting to do a few more missions. Don't worry, I haven't been out in a while. But with the elections coming up things are starting to get going and some of the people are looking forward to voting. You might have read in the news that the Shia and the Sunnis were fighting together against the bad guys in Ramadi to protect a Shia neighborhood. That doesn't happen a lot. Most of the people over here are tired of the insurgents and Mujadine fighting against us. It messes up their whole day. There isn't a lot of indiscriminant bombing here, like in Baghdad. The majority of the population here are Sunni which is what most of the bad guys are. The Mujadine are the criminals and thugs that just intimidate people. They aren't as organized but they pop up all over and create problems. The weather is starting to cool off slightly. Still hotter than hell but it gets comfortable after 930 at night. Full moon, so the nights are pretty. Sorry, had a sensitive moment there. Anyway things are moving along and I am one day closer to being home.

September 3, 2005

Pretty busy week. Four of our guys got some cuts and scrapes on them but they are all o.k. and are (RTD) Returned To Duty. I, being the desk jockey that I have now become, get to write up reports and send them to the next higher level. Now I know why people that work at office jobs think the movie Office Space is so funny. "Do you have my report yet" is very common here. Everybody wants to know what's going on right now so you tell them what you know and five minutes later what you told them is totally different than what happened. It's funny because we hear the traffic on the radio not only from my unit but the rest of the units around here. It's the same with everyone. Report one thing and when it is all over what actually happened is not even close. Some funny things do happen though. Some of the insurgents like to shoot rifles at tanks, which doesn't do anything to the tank but makes the people inside the tank rather upset. We can only shoot back if we can positively identify who is shooting at us, so when the guys in tanks do positively identify the guys, they shoot back. The funny part is they mess with a tank and all the guns on it. The bad guys tend to run away very fast though. They are usually arrested later for something else. The Iraqi army is starting to do pretty well but they still have problems shooting themselves accidentally. I was able to get out this week. Nice to be able to get away from this place every once and a while. Gives a different perspective. If it weren't so hot and people weren't shooting at one another, Iraq does have some beautiful sites. The Euphrates River is pretty nice and the sunsets are pretty nice over the desert. Anyway, went out took a couple pictures, drove around a bit and came back. Nothing exciting happened. The pictures are from the top of a mansion that is partially built. It is in a great location to watch several roads. We monitor the roads to make sure the bad guys aren't using them to smuggle things into the city. Anyway, it is/was a beautiful house that is partially built that was taken over.
Letters from Iraq—
(Continued from Page 9)

by the US during the start of the war. We rent it from the guy for some stupid amount of money. He complains all the time but he really wants more money. He owns a farm and raises fish and grows dates. He must have some side business because this house is huge and his farm is tiny. Probably sell weapons to the bad guys. Just kidding.

September 14, 2005

I’m trying to start working out again. Went jogging during the day because it was only ninety something degrees. I figured no problem, run a few miles, then go work out. Well, it is still plenty hot and dry. The run alone just about killed me. I didn’t bother working out. They have several gyms, which is nice. I have played ping-pong a few times. Still am doing pretty well with that.

September 24, 2005

Hello all. I am still here, again. Sorry that I missed a week. I was on vacation and just wanted to relax and get away from work. I sat on the beach and ran my toes through the sand and admired the view. Then I woke up. Still here and still would rather not be. Things are going ok. Been a slow week for us but a bad week for one unit over here. The bad guys are using bigger explosives. The next three weeks we will be getting ready for the elections. There will be more troops moving in and we will be getting more of the Iraqi army as well. Right now the more bodies we have the better. Last year the elections here were a bust. Too many people were afraid to vote. This year, more people are aware of the elections and constitution but they still are scared. A lot of the people say they plan on voting but they have no idea what they are voting for. It just has never happened over here. We are a ways away from this area being secure enough for the Iraqi army to take over. The insurgents are still strong over here and are very adept at changing the way they work. Many are still pretty stupid and pay for their mistakes. We tend to arrest the guys driving around with rifles and binoculars in their cars but they still do it anyway. Air Force enjoys sinking boats that drive across the river in the middle of the night. Wonder what they are doing? Anyway I am fine and have settled into a nice routine of working 12 hours reading for two and then sleeping for the rest of the time. I read a lot of magazines.

(Editor’s Note: In the next issue, Rob says good-bye to his desk job and becomes a Company Commander, patrolling with his men outside of the FOB.)